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SOME PROBLEMS WITH THE MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF 
ELECTROMAGNETIC VIBRATORS USED FOR TRANSPORTING BULK 
MATERIALS 

 
Summary. Mathematical modeling with the original approach is used to study the dynamics 

of low-frequency electro-vibration machines while taking the technological load into account. 
Based on the mathematical analysis of differential equations describing the oscillatory motion 
of electromagnetic vibration exciters, the existing mathematical model has been corrected to 
describe the action of a semiconductor diode in the power circuits of single-cycle vibrators. 
Modeling nonlinear dynamic systems reveals the difficulties of obtaining the amplitude-
frequency characteristics of the associated discrete change in the frequency of the driving force, 
as well as ways to overcome them. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Vibrators are widely used in industry to produce mechanical vibrations. With the help of vibration 
technology, the compaction of concrete and other mixtures, the vibro transportation of loose (bulk) and 
viscous substances and the activation of chemical processes in liquid and loose media are effectively carried 
out. Among resonant vibrators, electromagnetic vibrators are widely used since electrical energy is simply 
supplied to them, and they effectively convert electrical energy into mechanical vibrations. 

Electromagnetic vibration exciters can have different designs, but the basic principle of their operation 
is the same—that is, due to the pulsating electromagnetic field, a pulsation (oscillation) of two masses 
occurs, one of which is tied to the active mass (working body), while the other is tied to the reactive the 
mass of the vibration exciter. Most often, electromagnetic vibrators are used as vibration exciters in transport 
machines to move and feed bulk materials, bunkers, stoves, furnaces, and feeders (Fig. 1a, whose 
electromagnet power supply diagram is shown in Fig. 1b) and in small installations to form reinforced 
concrete products.  

It should be noted that the positive properties of electromagnetic vibrators are the absence of rubbing 
and rotating parts, which provides them with greater reliability and durability. In addition, they allow the 
smooth control of the amplitude of oscillations of the working bodies for various pieces of equipment. Both 
of these circumstances make electromagnetic vibrators indispensable in automated production lines of 
continuous operation. However, electromagnetic vibrators are significantly superior to electromechanical 
systems in terms of mass and size. 
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Although electromagnetic vibrators have a very simple design, their theory and mathematical description 
of their dynamic and stability conditions are quite complex and include fundamental questions about the 
theory of vibration. When designing vibratory machines, the type of exciting force, the type of elastic 
systems, and their damping coefficients are of great importance since they play a major role in their dynamic 
stability during operation. 

 

                      
 
Fig. 1. A vibrating feeder with an electromagnetic vibrator: 1 - an electromagnetic vibrator; 2 - tray; 3 - pendants 
 
 
2. ELECTROMAGNETIC EXCITER FORCE 

 
The oscillations of the noted electromagnetic vibrators are described by the following differential 

equation [1 - 3]: 
�̈� + 2ℎ�̇� + w!"𝑥 = 𝑎F"                                                                     (1) 
Ḟ = 𝑏 sin(w𝑡) − 𝑐(d− 𝑥)F                                                            (2) 

where x is the amplitude of oscillations; w is the natural circular frequency of the system; F is magnetic 
flux; d is the air gap; a, b, and c are proportionality coefficients; and 2h is the coefficient of inelastic 
resistance according to the viscous model. This equation is equitable until the withdrawal of the air gap. 
After the impact of electromagnets, the oscillatory mode goes into vibro-shock mode. 

Regimes of low-frequency oscillations are needed to realize the majority of technological operations. In 
an industrial network with a frequency of 50 Hz, the simplest and cheapest way to achieve a 50-Hz 
oscillation mode is to connect a semiconductor diode to the excitation coil circuit. In the numerical 
simulation, performed on the basis of scientific papers describing the mathematical modeling of single-cycle 
electromagnetic exciters excited by a semi-periodic force, unstable resonant modes arise. The real processes 
are shown in Fig. 2, and incorrect ones are in Fig. 3. 

                               
 

Fig. 2. y-amplitudes of the vibrator oscillation in meters, 
F-density of the exciting magnetic flux in 
Webers 

 
Fig. 3. Modes of resonance a-entry, b-stable, and c-exit 

from resonance under the condition of zeroing 
voltage 

 
A number of works on modeling the balance of electric circuits described by differential equation (2) 

proposed that the semi-periodic rectification of alternating current and, therefore, magnetic flux into 
negative half-periods is equivalent to zeroing the member sin (wt) in equation (3). 

𝑏 sin(w𝑡) = 0							𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 sin(w𝑡) < 0                                                  (3) 
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This approach gives the solution shown in Fig. 3. To solve this problem, the electromagnetic vibrator 
excitation equation (3) was analyzed analytically, and according to the results obtained, certain adjustments 
were made to use it in the modeling process. To solve equation (3) analytically, it is assumed that the 
amplitudes of mechanical vibrations x in equation (1) are so low (or absolutely absent) that, with great 
accuracy, x may be omitted from equation (2).  

In the given case, the analytical solution of equation (2) may be presented as the product of the functions 
F=u (t) ×v (t) [4, 5] when one of them is arbitrary and the other is defined based on equation (2). 

F = 𝑏 !d"#$w%&w!'"w%
(!d)!*w!

+ 𝐶∗𝑒&!d%     .                                                  (4) 

Under the initial conditions (t=0, F=0), coefficient C* is calculated as follows:  
𝐶∗ = ,w

(!d)!*w!
     .                                                                         (5) 

After inserting Equation (5), Equation (4) is used to obtain the flow of magnetic flux [6]: 
F = #w

(%d)!'w!
𝑒(%d) + 𝑏 %d*+,w)(w%!*w)

(%d)!'w!
     .                                                        (6) 

Equation (6) shows that the constant component of magnetic flux is changed according to the exponential 
law. With that, owing to the presence of the gap d, the form of oscillations of magnetic flux is distorted 
slightly in comparison with the sinusoidal form.  

In half-periodic rectification the member b×sinwt in equation (2) works only in positive half-periods; in 
negative half-periods, the member b×sinwt becomes zero, and equation (2) takes the following form: 

    Ḟ = −𝑐dF    ,                                                                          (7) 
where 

		F = 𝐶∗∗𝑒&!d%    .                                                                (8) 
Under the initial conditions (t=0, F=F0) the analytical solution takes the form of 

F = F-𝑒&!d%   .                                                                 (9) 
It is easy to see that an exponential decrease in F occurs over a very long period and in no way reflects 

the real disappearance of the magnetic flux. Naturally, at t = 0.01 s, which corresponds to a half-period of 
50 Hz, F will not disappear to zero. Indeed, if magnetic flow is F=F0=1 for t=0, then F become F=0.99005 
for t=0.01. As a result, after n cycles, according to equation (2), a massive amount of false magnetic flux 
energy F accumulates, which is not explained in any way from the point of view of electrical engineering 
[6, 7, 8]. The inadmissibility of the substitution of equation (2) by equation (9) is also seen by considering 
the balance of supply circuit voltage:  

𝑖𝑟 = 𝑢×𝑠𝑖𝑛w𝑡 +𝑊Ḟ       ,                                                  (10) 
where u- is the amplitude of voltage, r denotes active resistance, and W is the number of coil windings. 

In accordance with equation (10), in the absence of voltage u, the current i and its alteration, magnetic 
flux F, and the inductive resistance W dF/dt (Ldi/dt) of the electric circuit cannot exist [5,9]. The lack of 
member u×sinwt in equation (10) leads to equation (11): 

Ḟ = .#
/

     .                                                                    (11) 
In Equation (11), at the moment of absence of voltage u×sinwt during the period when F disappears, the 

circuit can exist only in current i. Otherwise, Equation (10) loses its ability to describe the electromagnetic 
circuit. 

It must be noted that equation (2) can be replaced by an equation (shown in [2]) describing 
electromagnetic force, which does not change the calculation. 

There must be taken into account that when inductors or capacitors are in an AC circuit, the current and 
voltage do not peak at the same time. The small period difference between the peaks expressed in degrees 
(i.e., the phase difference between them j<=90°), is shown in fig.4. In the inductive circuits, the current 
lags the voltage in the positive phase. The phase is negative for a capacitive circuit since the current leads 
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the voltage. Electromagnetic waves carry energy through empty space, storing themselves in propagating 
electric and magnetic fields, wherein the change in the magnetic field is perpendicular to the electric field 
(Fig. 5) [9]. 

                                            
 

Fig. 4. The phase difference between voltage and current 
 

       Fig. 5. Change in magnetic flux in accordance with 
the electric field 

Therefore, according to Equation (2), in the negative half-periods of the alternating current sinwt, it is 
necessary to make a replacement by a theoretical or experimental expression of the attenuation of the 
magnetic flux while maintaining the initial conditions for the equations [2,5]. The calculation in equation 
(2) can be simplified by equating F to zero at an insignificant assumption of error equivalent to the action 
of the semiconductor diode at the negative voltage [5]. 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 sin(w𝑡) < 0	𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛	F = 0  .                                                         (12) 
Taking into account the above corrections (12), we obtain the oscillatory process of an electromagnetic 

vibration exciter, which is in good agreement with the results of experimental studies on real 
electromagnetic vibration exciters (Fig. 6).  

 

 
 
Fig. 6. y-amplitude of oscillations of the input, steady state and exit from the resonance mode, and F amplitude of the 

rectified magnetic flux 
 

When describing the action of a semiconductor diode in a mathematical model, it should be kept in mind 
that a semiconductor diode does not cut off the so-called negative peaks of an alternating voltage; rather, it 
cuts off negative AC peaks. In turn, the peaks of the alternating magnetic flux circulating in the 
ferromagnetic circuit correspond in phase to the mechanical oscillations of the vibrator (Fig. 5). The phase 
shift between magnetic flux and the displacement amplitude is 180 and is absent with acceleration 
amplitude. It should be noted that the nonlinearities of the forces of stiffness, damping, and disturbance 
cause additional phase shifts between the given parameters [3,8]. 

Fig. 7 shows the trajectories of the amplitudes of the vertical movement of the working body of the 
vibrator (1) and the transported grain (2), as well as the horizontal speed (3) of the transported grain at 
excitation frequencies of 50 Hz (Fig. 7a) and 25 Hz (Fig. 7b). 

Oscillograms of this type were obtained for the first time using a mathematical model that is in the 
process of development. This mathematical model will allow us to study the dynamic processes of a two-
mass system under conditions of a variable technological load while taking into account nonlinear excitation 
and damping. Vibratory machines are two-mass systems, but they are considered single-mass systems to 
simplify the calculations. 

The determination of the amplitude-frequency characteristics (AFC) of nonlinear resonant vibration 
machines is one of the main issues to consider when determining the dynamic characteristics and stability 
during operation. As a rule, knowledge of such characteristics is important for nonlinear resonant systems. 
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Fig. 7a. At the amplitude a=0.05 mm., v=15 mm/c 

  
         Fig. 7b. At the amplitude a=1.5 mm., v=30 mm/c 

 
 
3. NONLINEAR SYSTEMS’ FREQUENCY RESPONSES 
 

With the harmonic excitation of a linear mechanical system (13), the obtained frequency response has 
the following form (Fig. 8):  

�̈� + 2ℎ�̇� + w!"𝑥 = 𝑎×𝑠𝑖𝑛w𝑡   .                                                       (13) 
Theoretically, in the nonlinear systems with hard characteristics (14), if the forcing frequency w changes 

very slowly (quasistatically) and discontinuously (with interruptions) from a low frequency (1) to a high 
frequency (3), a sequence of steady states will be obtained. When the point marked 3 is eventually reached, 
the system response jumps to the lower branch point (4), as indicated by the downward arrow in Fig. 9 [10]. 

�̈� + 2ℎ�̇� +w𝑜2(𝑥 + 𝑐𝑥3) = 𝑎×𝑠𝑖𝑛w𝑡    .                                                (14) 

                       
      

Fig. 8. AFC of a linear system 
         
Fig. 9. AFC of a nonlinear system 

 
Finally, as the forcing frequency decreases, the system response stays on the lower branch and, after 

crossing the point marked 5, jumps to point 2. Between these jumps, theoretically, there are three possible 
solutions, of which 2-3 and 4-5 are real stable realizable solutions and 3-5 is not realized; that is, the 
intermediate is unstable. When the system is started under arbitrary initial conditions, then which response 
the system chooses (upper or lower) depends on initial conditions [10]. 

Unfortunately, when digitally modeling nonlinear systems—for example, when using Runge-Kutta (i.e., 
with a discrete increase or decrease in the excitation frequency)—the possibility of obtaining an AFC that 
completely reflects the nonlinear dynamic property of the machine practically does not succeed (especially 
at low damping ratios of f<0.1) [11]. In nonlinear systems, many oscillation cycles are required to establish 
stable amplitudes, and at low damping coefficients, a small step of the disturbance frequency change (h 
<0.1) is required. However, there is no guarantee that these amplitudes will not move to a lower branch. 
During discrete switching from one excitation frequency to another, an imbalance of phases occurs between 
the electromagnetic excitation and potential (or kinetic) forces of the vibrator, making the mode of 
mechanical vibrations unstable [2, 11, 12]. 

With a discrete change in the excitation frequency in a nonlinear system, a process of a sharp increase 
or decrease in the amplitudes of stationary oscillations occurs. That is, in an oscillatory system with rigid 
characteristics (14), a discrete change of the excitation frequency causes a shift in the peak of the resonance 
curve towards higher frequencies. A sharp increase or decrease in the transient amplitudes of the oscillatory 
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process causes the amplitudes to jump towards the lower stable branch (i.e., small vibration amplitudes are 
established) (Fig. 10).  

 

                                
 

Fig. 10. AFC of a hard nonlinear system obtained by 
digital modeling without current time 
correction. A=5555, 2h=15 

Fig. 11. AFC of a hard nonlinear system obtained by 
digital modeling with current time correction. 
a=5555, 2h=15 

 
At the moment when the discrete frequency is switched to maintain the phase between the forces, the 

current time step must be adjusted so that j1=w1t changes to j2=w2t, where t is the current time step and t 
is the corrected time step and is used only in moment of transition to a new frequency. Then, the process 
continues in step time t, with j1 representing the current discrete argument, w1 representing the current 
angular frequency, and j2 representing the new discrete argument corresponding to the new angular 
frequency w2. In other words, at the moment of transition to a new frequency, instead of t, one should use 
the corrected time step t equal to t = w1t/w2 [2]. Such a correction creates a stable transient oscillatory 
process (even with a transition step of 2÷3 Hz.), leading to the AFM characteristic of nonlinear systems 
shown in Fig. 11.  

Figs. 12 and 13 show AFC obtained when taking into account uncorrected (Fig. 10) and corrected here 
(Fig. 11) (i.e., taking into account the phase shift between the perturbation forces and the oscillations of the 
mechanical amplitudes). 

The lower AFC (curves) in Figs. 12 and 13 clearly show a decrease in the perturbation force (coefficient 
a) (i.e., a decrease in the magnitude of the oscillating amplitudes) decreases the effect of nonlinearity. At 
small amplitudes of oscillations (coefficient a=1555), the corrected and uncorrected (unadjusted) frequency 
characteristics become the same. It should be noted that in the mathematical modeling of nonlinear systems, 
it was necessary to use a double floating point number; otherwise, in most cases, the influence of 
nonlinearities would be lost since, when measuring in the SI system, we would have had to deal with values 
that were too small—for instance, y=(0.001m)3=0.000000001m3=10-9m3.  

 

           
 

Fig. 12. AFC of hard nonlinear systems obtained by 
digital modeling without current time 
correction. 2h=15 

Fig. 13. AFC of hard nonlinear systems obtained by 
digital modeling with current time 
correction. 2h=15 
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Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the frequency response (AFC) of a nonlinear system when the coefficient of 
resistance is 2h = 5 (i.e., when the damping coefficient is below f<0.1). As shown in Fig. 13, in this case 
(when f<0.1 and in the uncorrected current time), the time used to stabilize the amplitudes (10–15 cycles) 
is obviously small. At a certain time, a different number of vibrational cycles occurs at low and high 
frequencies. From Fig. 13, it is seen that when correcting the current time, the amplitudes are stabilized and 
there is no sharp change in the amplitudes of the oscillations.  

 

                           
 
Fig. 14. AFC of a hard nonlinear system without current 

time correction. 2h=5, a=2555     
Fig. 15. AFC of a hard nonlinear system with 

current time correction. 2h=5, a=2555 
 
Fig. 16 shows the frequency response when large dissipative forces act in the system, which can be 

associated with internal scattering (damping coefficient) and process load. In this case, the obtained 
frequency characteristics of both corrected and uncorrected current time coincide. Large resistance forces 
stabilize the amplitudes of oscillations and drastically reduce the time needed for the transition process.   

Fig. 17 shows the frequency response (AFC) for a nonlinear system with a soft characteristic in 
accordance with Equation (15).  

 

                    
 

Fig. 16. AFC of a hard nonlinear system without and with 
current time correction. 2h=30, a=2555 

Fig. 17. AFC of a soft nonlinear system without and 
with current time correction. 2h=50, a=3555 

 
An analysis of the obtained frequency response shows that more powerful dissipative and disturbing 

forces are required to generate stable amplitudes of the same magnitude as those for nonlinear systems with 
a rigid characteristic. 

�̈� + 2ℎ�̇� +w𝑜2(𝑥 − 𝑐𝑥3) = 𝑎×𝑠𝑖𝑛w𝑡                                                     (15) 
This is due to the fact that a decrease in the resonance frequency causes the peak of the resonance 

frequency to shift to lower frequencies. Therefore, the fraction of acquired and dissipated energy increases 
due to an increase in the cycle time. This effect is especially prominent for electromagnetic vibrators because 
when the frequency decreases, the inductive resistance of the electromagnetic circuit decreases; therefore, 
the energy used by the vibrator increases [9]. 

Figs. 18 and 19 show the frequency responses of nonlinear systems with reduced dissipative and 
disturbing forces. In this case, the corrected current time makes it easy to obtain the frequency response, 
which is typical for nonlinear systems with a soft characteristic. 
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In some cases, the exciting frequency is nonlinear, especially for electromagnetic vibrators, in which 
case the harmonic excitation frequency is presented in the second power (Equation (1)) [2,5]. Mathematical 
research has shown that instead of two equations with sufficient accuracy, it is possible to replace two 
equations with one [2]. 

 

                          
 

Fig. 18. Frequency response of a soft nonlinear system 
without current time correction. 2h=27, a=2555 

Fig. 19. Frequency response of a soft nonlinear system 
with current time correction. 2h=27, a=2555 

 
�̈� + 2ℎ�̇� +w𝑜2(𝑥 + 𝑐𝑥3) = 𝑎(𝑠𝑖𝑛w𝑡)2      .                                                    (16) 

In this case, we present the solution of a nonlinear system with a rigid characteristic in which the 
perturbing force is presented as a quadratic degree without equation (2). In approximate calculations, it is 
very convenient to use this equation since the absence of equation (2), which describes the nonlinear 
electromagnetic force, simplifies the calculations and eliminates the danger of the unrealistic accumulation 
of disturbing energy in the oscillatory system.  

The quadratic degree of harmonic disturbing force doubles the frequency of the disturbance. It is 
sometimes necessary to block (cut off) the positive or negative half-periods of the harmonic disturbing force 
to reduce the frequency of the disturbance. 

Figs. 20 and 21 show the frequency responses obtained using equation (16) with a semi-periodic 
rectification of the perturbing harmonic force, taking into account the time correction (uncorrected and 
corrected time). A comparison of the obtained AFC with purely harmonic AFC. Fig. 11 shows that the 
oscillation amplitudes decrease since, in this case, the energy is supplied only for half of the cycle period. 

 

                                            
 
Fig. 20. AFC of a nonlinear system without current time 

correction. 2h=27, a=2555 
Fig. 21. AFC of a nonlinear system with current 

time correction. 2h=27, a=2555 
 
In this case, it is also necessary to use time control (current corrected time) to obtain a nonlinear 

frequency response for a nonlinear system. 
Fig. 22 shows the frequency response in the presence of an increased damping coefficient. As in the 

previous cases, an increase in the damping coefficient and a small amplitude of oscillations minimize the 
influence of nonlinearity on the dynamics of the machine. Therefore, the obtained AFC using both corrected 
and uncorrected current times are the same. 
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Fig. 23 shows the frequency response (AFC) of the 50-Hz resonant mode with an increased damping 
coefficient. Therefore, the obtained corrected and uncorrected frequency responses are the same. The 
perturbing force was increased by almost three times when comparing the 25-Hz resonance regime with the 
50-Hz regime. This is necessary because the elastic stiffness at 50 Hz exceeds the stiffness of the 25-Hz 
mode by four times. 

 

          
 
Fig. 22. AFC of a nonlinear system without and with 

current time correction. 2h=30, a=2555 
Fig. 23. AFC of a nonlinear system without and with 

current time correction. 2h=50, a=9555 
 
Figs. 24 and 25 show the frequency characteristics of uncorrected and corrected 50-Hz semi-periodic 

excitation of resonant modes with reduced resistance in the frequency range of 17–70 Hz. A multiple 25-
Hz mode appears on both oscillograms. When modeling by purely harmonic force with the same parameters, 
the peak of the 25th frequency does not occur. 

                      
 
Fig. 24. AFC of a nonlinear system without current time 

correction. f=5, a=5555 
Fig. 25. AFC of nonlinear system with current 

time correction. f=5, a=5555 
 

Fig. 26 shows the frequency response of a nonlinear resonant mode obtained when excited by a semi-
rectified force in the frequency range of 7-61 Hz, taking into account the soft characteristic and using 
differential equation (15). In Fig. 27, a rigid characteristic is applied according to equation (16). Studies 
using numerical experiments have shown that multiple harmonics are formed as a result of the nonlinearity 
of the excitation force (in our case, as a result of the force of half-period excitation). The frequency response 
shows oscillograms of the mechanical oscillations of the displacement and acceleration amplitudes, which 
have an asymmetric and distorted sinusoidal shape. 

      
Fig. 26. 50-Hz AFC with cut-off half periods of 

exciting force 
Fi  Fig. 27. 50-Hz AFC with cut-off half periods of exciting 

force 
 

Fig. 28 shows the frequency response obtained with the harmonic excitation of the oscillatory system by 
linear stiffness at a frequency of 50 Hz. The oscillograms show the mechanical oscillations of displacement 
and the acceleration of the amplitude, which have symmetrical and sinusoidal forms. Fig. 29 shows the 
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frequency response obtained when excited by a semi-rectified current with the corresponding amplitudes of 
asymmetric displacements and accelerations, the sinusoidal shape of which is also additionally distorted. 
This asymmetry and distortion cause a number of harmonics to form, including a subharmonic resonance at 
25 Hz. 

 

          
 

Fig. 28. AFC of a nonlinear system without current time 
correction. f=5, a=5555 

 
Fig. 29. AFC of a nonlinear system with current 

time correction. f=5, a=5555 
  

Fig. 30 shows the frequency response with the corresponding oscillograms of the displacement and 
acceleration of mechanical oscillations caused by the action of a harmonic excitation force acting according 
to Equation (2). Due to frequency doubling during harmonic excitation (a semiconductor diode is not 
included in the electrical circuit), resonant oscillations do not occur at an excitation frequency of 50 Hz (left 
oscillogram). The resonant mode occurs at an excitation frequency of 25 Hz (right oscillogram). The 
acceleration amplitudes are sinusoidal and symmetrical, so multiple harmonics are not generated. Fig. 31 
shows the oscillatory resonance mode of asymmetric displacement and acceleration amplitudes with the 
corresponding frequency responses of multiple resonances resulting from a half-rectified drive current. 

 

      
 

Fig. 30. AFC of a nonlinear system without current time 
correction. f=5, a=5555 

 
Fig. 31. AFC of a nonlinear system with current time 

correction. f=5, a=5555 
 
Thus, the asymmetry and distortion of the sinusoidal shape of the acceleration amplitudes of a 

mechanical system generated by the action of nonlinear excitation cause the occurrence of multiple 
harmonics, including the subharmonic resonance mode, which, under certain conditions (at low dissipation 
forces), can seriously damage structures. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

On the basis of theoretical analysis and experimental studies, some problems that arise in the 
mathematical modeling of single-cycle vibrators were solved. Simulation studies have proven that the 
electromagnetic excitation force leads to the nonlinearity of the electromagnetic vibrators, which is the 
reason for the generation of multiple harmonic resonances. 

The above results obtained through mathematical experiments are in good agreement with the results 
obtained in real physical experiments. 

In a defined frequency area of any nonlinear systems, two stable resonance regimes with high or low 
amplitudes of oscillations are generated. For high nonlinear amplitudes to be obtained by mathematical 
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simulation, it was necessary that at discrete changing driving frequency w the correction of current time t 
was such that the shift j was remained unchanged.  

The mathematical model created for this study on nonlinear systems frequency response can be widely 
used in vibration technology applications. 

According to the results of experimental and digital studies, it can be said that the developed 
mathematical model (simulator) can be used to determine the operational dynamic parameters of 
electromagnetic vibrators in the design process. 
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